Planting 23 North Strip Planting/East Meiners Upland Unit Spring 1998

This was herbicided with _________ in Spring of 1998 and then planted with a rich mix of Nachusa Grasslands Dry and Dry/Mesic Mix and little bluestem. It was raked in well with the tractor harrow. And mowed at least twice in Summer of 1998.

Unfortunately many weeds are showing (grasses, red clover, etc.)

We mowed at least three times in Summer of 1999. There are a few black-eyed Susan blooming.

July 9, 2013: Was in there today getting a few white sweet clover. It took 15 years but the restoration is looking good now. It came on very slowly. There is more there than yellow coneflower and monarda.

2015: BK: This planting was put back in row crops about 2013.